
BERLIN/MADRID: Models testing fashion brands like
Adidas, Benetton and Gap are finding that almost a third
of the shoes and clothes they try on are bigger or smaller
than the size on the label indicates, explaining why many
clothes bought online are sent back. Calculating sizes
more accurately could help online retailers like
Germany’s Zalando and Britain’s ASOS cut costly returns
and improve customer satisfaction.

“If you try on the same brand in a different color it is
sometimes a different size,” Zalando fitting model Savina
Bellotto said as she squeezed a foot into a stiletto shoe
with a shiny silver buckle that dug into her ankle.
Discounting to shift stock means fashion retailers are
struggling to preserve profit margins, and ASOS’s warn-
ing on Monday of a major downturn caused retail shares
to tumble. Targeting returns, fast fashion firms like Zara
and H&M have introduced software that suggests sizes
for online customers. Customers type in height and
weight, which are processed alongside historic data on
purchases and returns.

“It’s a big burden for the retailer,” said Nivindya
Sharma, director of retail strategy at trend forecaster

WGSN. “Free returns started off as being a competitive
advantage but now they’re the norm.”

Fast fashion
Around half of Americans expect to return clothes

ordered online this holiday season due to poor fit,
according to a survey by technology firm BodyBlock.
“Returns cost you a fortune. Firstly, you’ve got an
unhappy customer, but also you’ve got the re-processing
and putting it back into stock,” said Charlotte Kula-
Przezwanski, a partner at Columbus Consulting, which
specializes in retail processes.

To crack the sizing problem, Zalando, Europe’s
biggest online-only fashion retailer, told Reuters it was
augmenting the data it gathers online with feedback
from models who check new styles. “If we can put an
article on a fitting model, just before or as an article is
online, we immediately know there is a fitting problem,”
said Zalando’s director of engineering Stacia Carr,
adding that models flag about 30 percent of stock as too
big or too small.

Returns are a major issue for Zalando as about half

the products it sells are sent back. A tradition of cata-
logue shopping with free returns means customers in its
German home market are comfortable sending back
unwanted goods. Problems with processing returns con-
tributed to a third-quarter loss that prompted a sell-off
in Zalando shares and sparked speculation it could be a
takeover target for Chinese e-commerce giants like
Alibaba or JD.com . Zalando co-CEO Rubin Ritter said in
November the problems with processing returns had
been resolved and the company was taking steps to
increase the profitability of smaller orders such as mak-
ing size recommendations to reduce returns.

“It is very subjective’ 
A change in fabric or design can have a big impact,

Carr said, noting that size-related returns soared recent-
ly for one major denim brand after it adjusted its design.
When Zalando flagged the issue, it changed back. “In
this era of turning around articles very quickly, the cor-
ners that get cut sometimes impact the fit of the gar-
ment,” she said.

Zalando’s small team of models initially tested shoes,

but now they try on clothes too. Dresses, its top selling
category, also have the highest rate of returns. Models
try on up to 120 shoes a day, measuring the inside with a
special ruler and noting how each fits at heel, ankle and
toes, while also looking for strong smells or quality
issues. “It is very subjective. That is why we get the aver-
age between three models,” said model Gerard Nieto, as
he measured a fleece-lined leather lace-up boot.

Cracking the sizing challenge is like solving the
Rubik’s cube because there are so many variables, Carr
said. “We know the Nordics like things more loose and
oversized. The further south you go, it’s a tighter fit, the
bodies are different,” she said. “We’ve all been surprised
that we’ve been able to put a dent in this because it is
such a complex topic.” British lingerie retailer Figleaves,
owned by fashion group N Brown, supplements artificial
intelligence with a feature letting a buyer speak to a fit-
ting assistant via Skype. “Often it’s the customer care
person who is showing on her body how something
should fit,” said CEO Miriam Lahage. “What’s most
important is that you have two people looking face-to-
face and making a human connection.” —Reuters 
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India cuts tax
rates on goods
under national
sales tax
NEW DELHI/MUMBAI: India
slashed the sales tax rate on over 20
items yesterday in a move aimed at
appealing to traders and the middle
class after Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s ruling party lost elections in five
states. Modi is seeking a second term in
next five months amid voter frustration
over the abrupt implementation of a
nationwide goods and services tax
(GST) in July 2017 that has resulted in
job losses for thousands of workers in
small businesses.

The GST council, headed by India’s
finance minister Arun Jaitley, agreed to
lower the tax on some goods including
televisions, batteries and movie tickets.
The council cut tax rates on six items

from the highest tax rate of 28 percent
to 18 percent and on one item - wheel-
chairs and parts - to five percent. Most
other items saw tax rates cut from 18
percent to 12 percent and five percent. 

The council has so far taken more
than 190 items, including washing
machines and leather goods, out of the
highest tax rate. Only 34 items - particu-
larly luxury goods - remain in the top
slab of 28 percent. “It is decided to retain
sin (such as alcohol and tobacco) and
luxury goods in 28 percent bracket.
Cement and some auto parts are also still
in 28 percent slab,” Jaitley told reporters.

On Tuesday, Modi said the govern-
ment was planning to cut the number of
items taxed at the highest rate so that
over 99 percent of items, with the
exception of luxury goods, come under
the 18 percent or lower rates. A report
by the country’s largest bank State
Bank of India estimated that federal and
state governments could face a shortfall
of about 900 billion rupees ($12.83 bil-
lion) in GST tax collections in the cur-
rent fiscal year against the budget tar-
get of 12.9 trillion rupees. — Reuters 

Returns a costly problem, companies using feedback from AI tools

Online clothing retailers hunt for better fit 
QUITO: People ride onboard the public transportation “Christmas bus” in Quito on December 21, 2018. Since 2005, Translatinos, an Ecuadorean transport cooperative, picks a bus on a day near Christmas to give out candy instead of
charging for the ride. — AFP 

Yellow vest numbers fall
as Christmas nears 
PARIS: French “yellow vests” turned out in small numbers for a sixth
Saturday of nationwide demonstrations, with one person killed in a road
accident, the tenth death since the protests began last month. In Paris, the
scene of violent clashes in previous demonstrations, traffic was normal in
the morning and most shops, except for some luxury boutiques, were
open for business in the busy weekend before Christmas. 

David Delbruyere was one of about 20 protesters near the Arc de
Triomphe, the fifth time he has come to the French capital to join a
demonstration. And he wasn’t discouraged by the small turnout so far. “I
think it’s going to happen,” the 48-year-old said. Some 200 people gath-
ered for a demonstration in Paris’ tourist area of Monmartre and the Sacre
Coeur basilica. In all, around 800 “yellow vests” showed up for small
demonstrations around the French capital, police said at mid-day.
Authorities were also stationed at the Palace of Versailles outside Paris
which has been closed to visitors over fears of unrest.

A Facebook event organized by “yellow vest” leader Eric Drouet listed
1,400 people as planned “participants” in the Versailles demonstration
with a further 8,000 people saying they were “interested”. Overnight in
Perpignan in southern France a driver was killed when his car collided
with a truck stopped at a roadblock set up by “yellow vest” protesters at
the entrance to an autoroute, prosecutor Jean-Jacques Fagni told AFP.
There have now been 10 deaths related to the protests since they began
on November 17. Around 50 “yellow vests” briefly blocked trucks near
the border between France and Spain before gendarmes stepped in.
Blockades were also reported in northern France near the border with
Belgium. Further demonstrations were planned for yesterday in Lyon,

Toulouse, Orleans and Brittany. The number of protesters has however
fallen significantly since last week, when President Emmanuel Macron, a
pro-business centrist, gave in to some of their demands.

Since the peak on November 17 with 282,000 demonstrators, the
turnout has fallen to around 166,000 on November 24, 136,000 on the
first and eighth of December and 66,000 on December 15. The interior
ministry estimated the numbers taking part in various protests on
Thursday at under 4,000, the lowest since demonstrations began. The
movement characterized by the high-visibility yellow vests worn by the
protesters originally started as a protest about planned fuel tax hikes, but
has morphed into a mass demonstration against Macron’s policies and
top-down style of governing. —AFP 

PARIS: A woman, wearing a Phrygian cap to symbolically represent
Justice, and yellow vest protestors walk near the Arc de Triomphe
(Arch of Triumph) on the Champs Elysees avenue. — AFP 


